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Abstract
Open exchange of hate speech, insults, derogatory remarks, and obscenities on social media platforms
can undermine objective discourse and facilitate radicalization by spreading propaganda and exposing
people to danger. People who have been targeted by these offensive and hateful content often experience
physiological effects as a result. In this work, we present our models for detecting hate speech and
offensive content in two Indo-Aryan languages submitted to HASOC 2023. Although Gujarati and Sinhala
are considered low-resource languages, our models demonstrated commendable accuracy in detecting
hate speech after fine-tuning them with language-specific hate speech datasets. Our experiments
employed and fine-tuned two transformer models, namely DistilBERT and mBERT, and we show that
these transformer models were effective in detecting hate speech in Indo-Aryan texts. mBERT achieved
the macro F1-score of 0.6 in the Sinhala text and excelled further with a score of 0.8 in the Gujarati text
classification.
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1. Introduction

With unparalleled global connectivity and communication, the emergence of hate speech and
offensive content on social media platforms and other online spaces has become an alarming
concern. While this technological progress has brought numerous benefits, it has also created
significant challenges in the form of hate speech and offensive content in online spaces [1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6]. The widespread dissemination of harmful language, discriminatory rhetoric, and
offensive materials has not only tainted online discourse, but has also raised serious social
concerns. Addressing this issue is imperative to ensure the safety, inclusivity, and well-being of
users and communities that participate in different online platforms.
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A significant threat to social media users is hate speech that denigrates, targets, or promotes
violence against people or groups. Its impact extends beyond the virtual world, often spilling
into the real world with real consequences. Managing social media platforms has become
increasingly difficult due to offensive content, which encompasses a range of harmful language
and behaviors. Efforts to combat hate speech and offensive content have been ongoing and
research into effective detection and mitigation methods has gained considerable traction. The
use of NLP and machine learning has led to the development of automated solutions that can
identify hate speech and offensive content quickly and accurately.
The linguistic milieu of the Indo-Aryan region [7, 8], which includes languages spoken in

South Asia, poses a distinctive challenge when it comes to identifying hate speech. Due to the
diversity of dialects in Indo-Aryan languages, comprehensive hate speech detection tools have
been difficult to develop due to the lack of linguistic resources and annotated datasets. This
article aims to contribute to ongoing efforts to combat hate speech and offensive content in
these Indo-Aryan languages. We explore the application of BERT-based approaches, specifically
mBERT and DistilBERT, to enhance hate speech detection in these languages. By fine-tuning
these models on language-specific hate speech datasets, we aim to provide effective solutions
that can foster healthier online conversations.
The HASOC (Hate Speech and Offensive Content) competition was created to promote

research in automatically identifying hate speech and offensive content across diverse languages.
As our society becomes increasingly reliant on technology, this competition aims to promote the
development of tools and techniques that can help combat online hate speech. The primary goal
of the HASOC competition is to motivate researchers to design and develop automated systems
that can detect hate speech and offensive content accurately. One of the distinctive features
of HASOC is its focus on multiple languages, thereby promoting research in low-resourced
languages. Although, much hate speech detection efforts have traditionally focused on English,
HASOC acknowledges that hate speech is a global problem.
In the fifth edition of the HASOC competition, the organizers provided labeled datasets in

Sinhala [9], an Indo-Aryan language spoken in Sri Lanka, and Gujarati, another Indo-Aryan
language spoken by around 50 million people in India. Task 1 of the competition focuses on the
use of NLP techniques to detect hate speech and offensive language in various languages. These
datasets consist of hate speech, offensive language, and non-offensive content, labeled Hate and
Offensive (HOF) or Non-Hate and Offensive (NOT). HASOC typically evaluates participating
models based on standard metrics, including macro F1, macro precision, and macro recall scores.

Various tasks related to text classification [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16], including those focused on
detecting hate speech and offensive content [4, 3, 5, 1, 2] rely on NLP techniques, highlighting the
need for nuanced models to address these tasks effectively. In this paper, we explore transformer-
based models [17, 18] for these classification tasks, which have consistently exceeded existing
baselines and established themselves as state-of-the-art solutions. In the following sections, we
discuss related work in hate speech detection, detail our methodology, present experimental
results, and discuss the implications of our findings. This research underscores the importance
of using state-of-the-art NLP techniques to address the pressing challenge of hate speech and
offensive content in this day and age, particularly in low-resource settings.



2. Related Works

Different machine learning models, including transformer-based models, have been used to
address the offensive content and hate speech detection task. In [19], the authors presented
an innovative transformer-based framework capable of managing various tasks, including the
recognition of aggression and hate, misogynistic aggression, the identification of offensive hate
content, and the detection of emotions. This proposed approach exceeded established bench-
marks in multiple languages, including emotion detection to improve performance. Furthermore,
the article outlines potential avenues for future research, including the use of task-specific
lexicons, the incorporation of external knowledge sources, the examination of the influence
of sexual and gender identities on system efficacy, and the exploration of various task loss
weightings for optimal performance.

The emerging field of text-hatred speech detection, particularly in the context of the As-
samese language, was studied in [20]. The rapid expansion of social media has highlighted the
urgency of recognizing and dealing with offensive content that can quickly spread and possibly
provoke violence. Detecting hate speech in the multilingual Indian context is challenging,
and two significant contributions were made. First, they created a labeled dataset of 4,000
Assamese sentences for hate speech detection. Second, they fine-tuned existing models (mBERT
cased and Bangla-BERT) using this Assamese dataset to effectively detect hate speech. Their
work represents a pioneering effort in the detection of hate speech in the Assamese language,
addressing a critical need in the field of NLP.

The proliferation of social networks has led to a rise in verbal abuse and hatred, particularly
on platforms like Twitter. In [21], a dataset of 38K Persian hate and offensive tweets was created
using keyword-based selection strategies to detect offensive language in Persian text. Lexicons
for offensive language and targeted hate groups were gathered through crowd-sourcing, and the
data set was manually annotated by multiple annotators. The authors also examined the bias
of the dataset and mitigated its impact on the performance of the language model, achieving
a significant reduction in bias with minimal loss in the F1 score. The study applied various
machine learning methods and Transformer-based models to the dataset, with Transformer
models proving more efficient in detecting offensive content. The study paves the way for
comprehensive research on the offensive language of the Persian language and its various
aspects.

In their study, [22] investigated the efficacy of transformer-based language models, including
BERT, RoBERTa, ALBERT, and DistilBERT, in the task of detecting hate speech on established
Indian datasets like HASOC-Hindi (2019), HASOC-Marathi (2021), and Bengali hate speech
(BenHateSpeech). Traditional deep learning methods struggle to detect hate speech when hate-
related terms are concealed within a sophisticated language. Transformer-based multilingual
models such as MuRILBERT and XLM-RoBERTa were compared with monolingual models such
as NeuralSpaceBERT-Hi (Hindi), MahaBERT (Marathi), and BanglaBERT (Bengali). The results
indicated that MahaBERT excels on HASOC-Marathi, while MuRILBERT performs best on
HASOC-Hindi and BenHateSpeech. Their study also conducts cross-language evaluations and
highlights the scarcity of research in Indian languages such as Hindi, Bengali, Marathi, Tamil,
and Malayalam. The authors successfully explored various transformer-based models in Indian
languages, comparing monolingual and multilingual models for hate speech detection, and



underscore the importance of context in multilingual models, with different models excelling in
different Indian language datasets.
The challenges faced by social media platforms in moderating content quickly lead to the

abuse of these platforms. Cyberbullying, which occurs on online platforms, has real-world
consequences such as depression and suicide attempts. [23] conducted a comprehensive survey
of more than 70 studies on automatic detection of cyberbullying in low-resource languages,
identifying research gaps, including the lack of clear definitions, biases in data acquisition,
and annotation problems. The authors propose suggestions for improving research in this
area, published a dataset on cyberbullying in the Chittagonian dialect of Bangla, and offer
machine learning solutions. The analysis revealed the limitations of cyberbullying detection in
low-resource language research, particularly in dataset quality and data imbalance.
A novel multilingual hate speech analysis dataset, called LAHM, was created by [24]. The

dataset addressed various types of hate speech in five domains: Abuse, Racism, Sexism, Religious
Hate, and Extremism. This is a pioneering effort, as it is the first dataset to tackle the identifica-
tion of hate speech in these domains and languages simultaneously. The paper explains how the
dataset was created, annotated at different levels, and used to test state-of-the-art multilingual
and multitask learning approaches. It evaluates the dataset in various classification settings,
including monolingual, cross-lingual, and machine translation classification, comparing it with
existing English datasets. The authors discuss the potential for creating large-scale hate speech
datasets using this approach and improving hate speech detection in general. LAHM is described
as one of the largest datasets of its kind, containing nearly 300k tweets in six languages and five
domains. It facilitates cross-lingual abusive language detection and allows for the exploration
of language and domain shifts.
In this section, we provide an overview of the prevailing trends in hate speech detection

research, including multilingual approaches, deep learning methods, and fine-tuning techniques.
Our study contributes to the detection of hate speech through the development of transformer-
based models for identifying hate speech and offensive content in Sinhala and Gujarati text.

3. Dataset Description

Originating from the Indian state of Gujarat, the Gujarati language has a rich literary history.
The Gujarati dataset consists of tweets that comprise hate/offensive content and non-hate
content. These tweets provide a snapshot of contemporary issues, sentiments, and potential
biases present within the Gujarati-speaking online community. Sinhala, the native language
of the Sinhalese people, is the major language of Sri Lanka. The Sinhala dataset, like Gujarati,
captures the nuances of hate speech and offensive content in the digital space. By analyzing this
dataset, we gained insights into the socio-political dynamics and potential sources of contention
within the Sinhala-speaking community. Using advanced transformer-based models, we address
this specific challenge in Task 1 of the HASOC 2023 competition [25]. Subtasks A and B focused
on detecting hate speech and offensive language in Gujarati and Sinhala languages. These
datasets will be used to develop machine learning models capable of detecting and mitigating
hate speech in regional languages, thus promoting positive online interactions and reducing
harm.



3.1. Task 1A: Identifying hate, offensive and profane content in Sinhala text

In Task 1A, the task was to identify hate and offensive content in Sinhala, an Indo-Aryan
language with limited linguistic resources. A key element of this task is the classification of
tweets specific to the Sinhala language into two distinct categories: Hate and Offensive (HOF)
and Non-Hate and Offensive (NOT). The dataset used for this task is derived from the Sinhala
Offensive Language Detection dataset [9]. As an official language in Sri Lanka, Sinhala is spoken
by more than 17 million people, and in this unique linguistic setting, HASOC introduces its
inaugural shared task for the processing of the Sinhala language. This task adopts a coarse-
grained binary classification approach, with participating systems being required to categorize
tweets into either a Hate and Offensive (HOF) or a Non-Hate and Offensive (NOT). A tweet that
falls into the NOT category does not contain hate speech or offensive content, while a tweet
that falls into the HOF category does include elements of hate and offensiveness.

3.2. Task 1B: Identifying hate, offensive and profane content in Gujarati text

The objective of Task 1B is to detect hate speech and offensive material in Gujarati, another Indo-
Aryan language that is low-resource in nature and spoken by a population of approximately 50
million people throughout the country. As with the Sinhala version, participants are asked to
categorize tweets into two categories: Hate and Offensive (HOF) and Non-Hate and Offensive
(NOT). Gujarati is one of the 22 official languages in India, and HASOC 2023 extends its
reach to encompass the multifaceted challenges of detecting hate speech and offensive content
there. Participants are tasked with accurately categorizing tweets into two mutually exclusive
categories: Hate and Offensive (HOF) and Non-Hate and Offensive (NOT). Accordingly, NOT
represent tweets that contain no hate speech or offensive content, while HOF indicates tweets
that contain elements of offensiveness and hate.
The statistics of the dataset are shown in Table 1 below.

Dataset Label Total

Gujarati Dataset - Training Data
HOF (Hate or Offensive) 100
NOT (Not Hate or Offensive) 100

Gujarati Dataset - Test Data Total 1,196

Sinhala Dataset - Training Data
HOF (Hate or Offensive) 3,176
NOT (Not Hate or Offensive) 4,324

Sinhala Dataset - Test Data Total 2,500

Table 1: Dataset Statistics

4. System Description

Our system uses deep learning techniques and leverages pre-trained language models to perform
this classification task.



4.1. Task 1A - Sinhala Text Classification

DistilBERT [26], a distilled version of BERT, and the multilingual variant of the bidirectional
encoder representations of transformers [27] models were used. Using input tokens and
attention masks, these models generated label predictions through a fully connected layer that
emphasized relevant information. We pre-processed and tokenized the text data and constructed
data loaders to handle the batch of input data efficiently for both training and testing, while
ensuring padding and truncation to a maximum length of 512 tokens. We adjusted the models’
parameters and applied a technique called backpropagation [28]. We were able to efficiently
handle the additional computations needed during reversible training, while also calculating
gradients, in order to handle the additional workload required for both activations and gradients.
This helps the models learn and adjust its internal parameters to better fit the data, ultimately
improving its ability to make accurate classifications. We employed the Adam optimizer with a
learning rate of 3e-5 and introduced a learning rate scheduler to dynamically adjust the learning
rate during training. The models were trained for a specified 12 epochs.

Table 2 gives a summary of the hyperparameters used to train the models for the classification
of the Sinhala text.

Hyperparameter mBERT DistilBERT

Tokenizer bert-base-multilingual-
cased

distilbert-base-
multilingual-cased

Number of Train-
ing Epochs

12 12

Batch Size 16 16
Warm-up Steps 500 500
Weight Decay 0.01 0.01
Learning Rate 3e-5 3e-5

Table 2: Hyperparameters Used for Model Training

4.2. Task 1B - Gujarati Text Classification

To address the issue of having a small dataset for training, we fine-tuned by integrating the
calculated class weights into the cross-entropy loss function. The objective here was to make
the few classes represented more significant during training by assigning greater importance
to them in the loss calculation. By doing this, the model focused its efforts on learning these
few classes. We applied mBERT for the few-shot classification task [29]. This model employs a
pre-trained transformer encoder, initially trained with two primary objectives: masked token
prediction and next sentence prediction. In the context of this binary classification task, both
the text and the associated labels were embedded into the input. This involved the training of
the model and its subsequent fine-tuning to align with our target objective.
Furthermore, we also trained and evaluated the dataset using the DistilBERT model for the

few-shot classification task. With the model’s tokenizer, we truncated/padded the text to 128



tokens and encoded it numerically. The labels were encoded, and class weights were assigned to
address the few data classes. We initialized the model with weighted cross-entropy loss and our
training parameters include 12 epochs, batch sizes (16 for training), warm-up steps (500), weight
decay (0.01), and learning rate (3e-5). We trained the model, incorporating early stopping and
were able to use the best model to predict the labels, with inverse transformation.

5. Experimental Results

We present the experimental results of the identification of hate and offensive content in
Sinhala and Gujarati text using transformer-based models. Our experiments were carried out
in a manner that followed the methodology outlined in the previous section. We analyze the
performance metrics of two pre-trained language models, DistilBERT andmBERT, for classifying
text in two distinct languages, Sinhala and Gujarati. The evaluation is based on macro precision,
macro recall, and macro F1-score. For the classification of Sinhala text, both the DistilBERT
and mBERT models demonstrate similar performance across all three metrics. These results
indicate that both models exhibit balanced performance in correctly identifying classes within
the Sinhala text data. The similarity in performance suggests that, for Sinhala text classification,
DistilBERT and mBERT may be considered comparable choices. In the context of the few-shot
classification task for Gujarati text, there are notable distinctions in the performance of the
two models under consideration. DistilBERT consistently maintains macro precision, macro
recall, and macro F1-scores at approximately 0.51. On the contrary, mBERT demonstrates a
significantly improved performance when tasked with classifying Gujarati text. It attains a
macro precision of 0.77, macro recall of 0.74, and a macro F1-score of 0.75. These results suggest
that mBERT excels at accurately identifying classes within Gujarati text data, demonstrating
its superior performance compared to DistilBERT in this specific language classification task.
Table 3 presents an overview of the performance metrics achieved by DistilBERT and mBERT
on the Sinhala and Gujarati test datasets. Evaluation metrics, including macro precision, macro
recall, and macro F1 score, show the models’ effectiveness in handling hate speech and offensive
content detection tasks across these languages”.

Sinhala Text

Model Macro Precision Macro Recall Macro F1

DistilBERT 0.51 0.51 0.51
mBERT 0.56 0.56 0.56

Gujarati Text

Model Macro Precision Macro Recall Macro F1

DistilBERT 0.51 0.51 0.51
mBERT 0.77 0.74 0.75

Table 3: Model Performance Metrics for Hate and Offensive Detection



6. Conclusion

In light of our experimental findings, it is evident that the capability of transformer-based
models varies with the language of the text data. For Sinhala text classification, both DistilBERT
and mBERT demonstrate comparable performance, making either model a viable choice for tasks
within this language. However, when focusing on Gujarati text, clear performance differences
emerge. While DistilBERT’s metrics hover around 0.51 across all evaluated areas, mBERT
displays robust performance, with values exceeding 0.74 in the metrics considered. In order to
tackle classification tasks in Gujarati text, mBERT emerges as the more effective tool. Detail
metrics, as shown in Table 3, further underscore the importance of language-specific model
evaluations, ensuring optimal results in hate speech and offensive content detection efforts.
The erratic performance of the DistilBERT model can be attributed to its lack of training in
Indo-Aryan languages. In our future research, we intend to improve our analysis by using
models trained on these languages and to expand our study to more low-resource languages, in
order to gain a better understanding of transformer models’ versatility across a wide range of
linguistic contexts.
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